The new PLUS-Generation of WERSI
I've just received the following translation from Bill of an item on the Wersi-Germany website.
ABACUS Plus – VERONA Plus – SCALA Plus – LOUVRE Plus
Highlights and Overview:
€ Large, touch-sensitive 10"TFT colour display
€ Inclusive Open Art-Arranger
€ Inclusive one new rhythm control panel with 3 Intros and endings
€ Inclusive Realdrums
When you take delivery of your ABACUS, VERONA, SCALA or LOUVRE with the added plus
equipment, you have the following additional features:
All the instruments are equipped with a large 10"TFT colour display which is the same as the
screens already fitted on the WERSI Giga-Piano and the XENIOS XE20. (This gives a more optimal
operation when you use the Touch screen display.) For the new Open Art Arranger the new
rhythm control panel now includes a third Intro/Ending button, so that with the appropriate Styles
the third Intro and Ending can be directly operated from the control panel. Naturally the Open Art
Arranger and the unique Realdrums are included with the plus instruments.
Upgrades for existing instruments
If you are already an owner of the ABACUS, VERONA, SCALA or LOUVRE, you can - with the
Wersi philosophy of upgradeable instruments - upgrade your instrument with the new large
10"TFT colour display and the rhythm control panel. Please ask your Wersi dealer for details.
Notes: The large 10"TFT colour display can be built into all of the instruments specified above.
The new rhythm control panel can be integrated only with instruments produced after autumn
2003
.
3 new Sound packs for OAS-Instruments

Helios - Galaxy - Comet
It has been more then 30 years since Wersi introduced the Sensational “Helios/GalaxyGeneration” to the Organ world. The timeless sound of these organs (even with the latest digital
organs) still gives one a pleasing sound satisfaction. With the three new sound packs Wersi
reintroduce the sounds of these analogue organs that were built between 1975 and 1983. Play
the sounds of these legendary organs Helios, Galaxy and Comet alone or in combination with

modern sounds – it will be eminently satisfying to experiment with the new “old” sounds in the
sound packs in combination with the sounds in your OAS instrument. Apart from the sounds, each
sound pack contains numerous Total Presets with which you can play immediately in the style of
the late 70s and early 80s.
The three new sound packages can be activated on all instruments with the current software
OAS-7 and will be available starting from November 2007.

